
Kirami Kirami FinVision® -sauna M Nordic
misty

Harvia virta combi TW Deep Black Annex,
Thermotreated Aspen

Kirami FinVision® -saunas show the high-class finish of a
master craftsman

The already surface-treated Kirami FinVision® -sauna M Nordic misty is
made of heat-treated (*spruce) panels and heat-treated softwood (*
aspen). The sauna has a modern interior. The dark colour and scent of
the heat-treated aspen create a gentle and inviting atmosphere. The
clear and simple style is suitable for any garden. Thanks to the large
glass elements, you can always enjoy the feeling of being close to
nature. We are sure that even those who are not used to the sauna at all
will become sauna enthusiasts once they get into the sauna mood. We
believe that the sauna will become one of the most popular places in
your garden.

The sauna is roomy yet compact. The surface area of the sauna is 5.2
m² and the building is roughly 2.55 metres tall. The sauna has been
designed for 4–6 people, which makes it perfect for both small and large
groups.

The sauna is delivered fully assembled

The Nordic misty -sauna is the perfect solution for a hectic everyday life.
The sauna is delivered fully assembled. The roof is also complete.
Kirami FinVision® Nordic misty -saunas are always insulated, which
helps to ensure that the sauna heats up quickly and keeps the heat in.
This makes the sauna suitable also for colder areas.

The benches made of heat-treated softwood (* aspen) and the interior
surfaces of the sauna are eye-catching. The benches are easy to lift up
for cleaning and maintenance. The large window gives the sauna a more
spacious feel. The double-glazed window made from grey, tempered,
selective glass also improves the sauna’s energy efficiency, and the
argon gas between the panes acts as an insulator. The panoramic
window has a dark tint, which gives a wonderful balance and gentle
feeling to the beautiful view.

The glass door is equipped with a sturdy roller latch, which allows the
door to open and close smoothly and stay shut. The glass in the door is
a double-glazed, tempered glass element. The door handle is designed
to complement the modern style of the sauna and fit your hand perfectly.

*We reserve the right to material changes, if the raw material prices
and/or availability of the products change significantly during the validity
period. We try to keep the quality of the material at least the same as the
original, despite the change of material.

Heater :
Harvia virta combi

Outer color:
TW Deep Black Annex

Inner color:
Thermotreated Aspen
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Kirami Kirami FinVision® -sauna M Nordic
misty

Harvia virta combi TW Deep Black Annex,
Thermotreated Aspen

As a standard the door is on the right side of the sauna and it opens up
right-handed.

The outer shell of the sauna is a sleek, heat-treated softwood (* spruce)
panel. The heat treatment improves the wood's resistance the rot and
reduces the shrinking and swelling of the wood, when moist. The stylish
and deep black, surface-treated thermowood is durable and the paint
protects the wood from dirt and UV radiation. This easy-to-care and
recyclable panel material completes the sauna with a modern and stylish
look. The interior surfaces of the sauna are made of heat-treated
softwood (* aspen). The sauna‘s dim atmosphere helps you relax both
physically and mentally. Just let your thoughts flow!

Harvia Virta Combi 10,8kW combined electric heater and steamer
(Black). Harvia Virta Combi is a stylish and versatile combination of an
electric heater and steamer that has its own place for sauna fragrances.
The Combi heater is the right choice for those who enjoy soft and humid
steam and the atmosphere created by fragrances. The heater can also
be used as a regular electric heater without steam. This "plug and play"
sauna has all the electrical connections already made. This means that
you can get into the sauna quickly and without any installation work. The
LED lights underneath the lower bench and at the top of the backrest,
which can be adjusted via the stove control panel, create a cosy
atmosphere in the sauna. Kirami FinVision® -sauna has LED lights
connected to the same Xenio Combi CX110C control panel you use to
control the heater. Stone amount: 70kgSize of stones: 10-15cm

Technical information

CAPACITY (PERSONS) 4-6

WEIGHT 1,150 kg

PRODUCT LENGTH 230 cm

PRODUCT WIDTH 221,8 cm

PRODUCT HEIGHT 255 cm

PRODUCT CODE 3411

Heater :
Harvia virta combi

Outer color:
TW Deep Black Annex

Inner color:
Thermotreated Aspen

Also get accessories

Kirami FinVision® –infrared M
Nordic misty  

Kirami FinVision® -changing
room S Nordic misty,
(Standard) 2 doors  

Kirami FinVision® Experience
bench towel, Gray/Rose  

Kirami FinVision® Experience -
toiletbag
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https://www.kirami.com/accessories/sauna-accessories/kirami-finvisionr-infrared-m-nordic-misty?v=27093
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/sauna-accessories/kirami-finvisionr-infrared-m-nordic-misty?v=27093
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-changing-room-s-nordic-misty?v=27075
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-changing-room-s-nordic-misty?v=27075
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-bench-towel?v=27045
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-bench-towel?v=27045
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-toiletbag?v=27052
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/textiles/kirami-finvisionr-experience-toiletbag?v=27052

